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The Neptune Jade saga continues

ILWU and Liverpool supporters fight
court battles, McCarthyite witch hunt
By Steve Stallone and Tom Price

a case with far-reaching consequences for First Amendment and
labor rights, supporters of the
sacked Liverpool dockers, including
members of the ILWU, are being
dragged into court. And with tactics
that echo those of a McCarthyite
witch hunt, Yusen Terminals,
Centennial Stevedoring Services and
the Pacific Maritime Association are
trying to make people "name
names"—under oath—ofanyone who
so much as talked of picketing the
container ship Neptune Jade last
September.
n

I

The move is calculated to chill free speech and
labor rights, to scare people from committing the
"crime" of picketing or honoring a picket line. The
employers are also doing it to add more people to
the list they want to hold responsible for the monetary losses they allege they incurred because of
the action. (for background see side bar page 5.)
Robert Irminger, picket captain and member of
the ILWU's marine division, the Inlandboatmen's
Union, was charged with contempt of court for continuing to picket after a court injunction limited
the number of protestors on the line. The court
offered Irminger a deal Oct. 20 in which he would
plead guilty and face a minimal penalty. But attorneys for management balked, demanding Irminger
get jail time, a large fine and pay its legal fees as a
condition of the deal. Irminger refused and a hearing on his case was set for Nov. 18.
More than 100 labor activists rallied outside the
Alameda County Courthouse that morning to support Irminger and all unionists' right to picket and
honor picket lines. ILWU International President
Brian McWilliams was joined by San Francico Labor
Council Executive Secretary-Treasurer Walter
Johnson, Alameda County Labor Council Executive
Secretary-Treasurer Owen Marron, former
California Governor Jerry Brown and many others

Robert Irminger (with megaphone), ILWU member and Neptune Jade picket captain, addresses supporters outside the Alameda County Court House before his hearing on contempt of court charges Nov. 18.
"Thejudge should not have found Robert in conin demanding the charges against Irminger and
at all, but short of that, he's done the least he
tempt
everyone else be dropped. The demonstrators then
could,"
Irminger's attorney Dan Siegel said. "It's not
piled into Judge Vernon Nakahara's courtroom in a
we wanted, but given that Yusen wanted
victory
the
show of solidarity.
and a five or ten thousand dollar fine,
jail
in
days
five
At the hearing the employers tried to create an
got much out of this."
they
feel
can't
they
image of the picket line as violent and hostile, but
angry that now the employwas
he
said
Siegel
the pictures they presented made it look peaceful.
of defendants those peolist
the
to
added
have
ers
Even a PMA official testified under cross-examinabehalf. "I've been
Irminger's
on
tion that he drove his car back and forth across the ple who testified
time, but this is one of the
long
a
for
law
practicing
line without harm.
of corporate abuse I've
Nakahara ruled Dec.3 that Irminger did violate more outrageous examples
beyond belief."
vindictive
"It's
said.
he
seen,"
the court order and that it was a lawful order. But
Local 10
longshore
ILWU
and
Irminger
he found the violation to be "de minimus," that is,
are still
Heyman
Jack
member
Board
Executive
minimal, and sentenced Irminger to pay a fine of
continued on page 5
$100 or two days of community service.
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Inside Line
School of hard knocks
Workers and their unions are
under constant attack as capital
relentlessly pursues new ways—
and places—to extract more profit
from their sweat.
The international scope of these
attacks was detailed at the Western
Hemisphere Workers Conference in
San Francisco in mid-November
where unionists from throughout
the Americas gathered to discuss
the effects of NAFTA and privatization in their countries and what can
be done about it (see pages 6-7).
Everywhere the story is the
same. Publicly owned industries
and assets are sold off to mega-corporations for a song. And with
NAFTA and other trade agreements, jobs are exported to other,
cheaper labor areas. Then union
contracts are legally torn up and
casualized, non-union labor is
bought at a fraction of the wage
and without any guarantees on
working conditions or a thought to
health and welfare benefits. In on
fell swoop standards of living fall
dramatically and profits climb.
In California the attack is
directly on working people's collective political clout in the democratic
arena. Republicans, led by Governor
Pete Wilson and a couple of out-ofstate millionaires, are pushing a
new ballot initiative to handcuff
unions' political activities (see page
8). As the recent victory on NAFTA
fast track expansion shows, being
able to make politicians jump cam
make a big difference.
For all its strengths, the ILWU
is not immune to the constant push
and shove of the profit motive—
indeed, its strength often seems to
make it a target. And we've been
taking it on the chin lately.
In Southern California Thrifty;
Rite Aid closed a warehouse, laying
off some 300 members of ILWU
Local 26 (see page 3). The company
not only wants to bust the union—it
plans to open a new warehouse in
the area soon—it's ripping off the
retirees and former workers to the
tune of millions of dollars that are
contractually owed until the Local
concedes jurisdiction of the new
warehouse.
In Northern California things
aren't any better. The Funsten
warehouse in San Francisco, which
handles flooring products and has
been under ILWU Local 6 contract
for decades is moving to the hinterlands of Manteca, Calif. There the
company plans to go non-union.
Local 6 has other plans but needs
your help (see page 5).
Workers at the Temple Inland
box manufacturing plant in
Sacramento, who voted to join
ILWU warehouse Local 17 last
June, are getting a first hand lesson in consolidation and redundancy (see page 9). Just as the NLRB
was issuing an order to the company to negotiate a contract with the
workers and their new union the
company sold out to a competitor
that closed the plant and laid off
the workers as unneeded capacity.
We've been taking some hard
hits, but there's some lessons on
solidarity here. And, of course, the
hest defense is a good offense. The
International hasjust hired 25-year
veteran organizer Peter Olney- to
kick our new organizing program
into high gear. (No pressure here,
Peter.) As Director of Organizing,
Olney will be hiring more organizers and developing new strategies
(see page 8).
As always, read 'em and don't
weep organize.
—Steve Stallone
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Productivity, responsibility and posturing
By BRIAN MCWILLIAMS
ILWU INTERNATIONAL PRESIDENT
A disturbing trend is reemerging in American business, especially in the shipping industry—the tendency to blame workers for
all the ills of the industry and, correspondingly, the tendency to then
attack their wages and benefits. This is a return to the bad old days
when employers treated workers as disposable and replaceable
cogs in the production machine, rather than as vital contributors in
the work of commerce and production and as human beings
deserving of respect and dignity.
These are the same attitudes and strategies that gave rise to the
great American labor movement of the 1930s and to the ILWU.
Workers rose up, organized, went on strike and demanded labor
rights and human rights. That's what it took to get employers to
accept social responsibility for the terms of employment. None paid
well enough to support a
worker's family out of the
goodness of their heart.
These protections had to
be won through oftenbloody battles.
These conflicts continued on the waterfront
until 1948. Between
1934 and 1948 there
were more than 20 major
port strikes, 300 days of
coastwise strikes and
300 job actions and
about 250 arbitration
awards. The 1948 strike
lasted 95 days. In settling
it the employers shifted
policy and strategy, abandoning their 15 year long
effort to outlaw the hiring hall, to deport or depose Harry Bridges
and to eradicate the ILWU,
They realized the entire longshore industry—including the profit margin—could and would benefit from stable labor relations—and
these could be achieved by employers' associations and workers'
unions collectively bargaining over the terms and conditions of
employment and the impact of new operations
In the 1950s, at the ILWU's initiative, the union and employers
began informal discussions on how to introduce the new changes
in cargo-handling technologies that were being developed. In 1957
both parties agreed on a joint "Statement of Objectives" which
included:
• extending and broadening the scope of cargo traffic through
West Coast ports through mechanization, the introduction of new
methods and cost reductions;
• preserving the registered workforce and sharing with that
force a portion of the net labor cost saving brought about by the new
technological innovations:
• and accomplishing this without speedup and unsafe conditions.
Within two years the parties negotiated, after protracted and
furious internal debate and discussion on both sides, the historic
Mechanization and Modernization Agreement that took effect
January 1, 1961. Many years of relative labor peace on the waterfront and an unprecedented expansion of trade and productivity followed.
But starting this year we have seen a disturbing change of
course by the PMA. especially by its new President and CEO Joseph
Miniace. In a recent spate of public speeches, statements and writings Miniace has attacked the ILWU for every productivity problem
in the industry, real or imagined.
The imagined or invented problems have been particularly disturbing. Miniace has been regularly repeating that the West Coast
ports have been losing market share because ILWU longshore work-

ers are unpredictable and unproductive and have a reputation for
being so. But as the Journal of Commerce— hardly a pro-union
newspaper—has pointed out, the larger growth of trade on the East
Coast is not due to cargo diversion from the West Coast, but to the
growth of trade between South America and the U.S, where the East
Coast has the advantage of proximity.
In fact, trade on the West Coast is at an all-time high this year
The numbers of containers being moved are breaking records at all
major West Coast ports, but especially at Los Angeles and Long
Beach, Miniace's favorite target for complaints.
Miniace also has been saying that falling market share will
result in less need for waterfront labor, but we know a labor shortage plagues the Los Angeles / Long Beach harbor. We are training
1000 new longshore workers right now in Los Angeles and we can't
get them on the job fast enough to meet demand.
But the real problems are a breakdown
in infrastructure due to
poor management and
an uneven development of infrastructure
due to rapidly changing technologies.
For example, a
severe shortage of flat
cars and double stack
Union
at
cars
Pacific—aggravated
by the fact that at the
same time larger new
ships are bringing in
ever more containers—is frustrating
intermodal's promise
and causing shippers
to find other ports to move goods. The resulting backup of boxes on
the docks causes further delays as workers sift through inventories
to get to the needed ones.
And in a perfect example of counter-productive conflict, the Los
Angeles Harbor Department, with the tacit support of the PMA,
refused for four months to settle with the striking ILWU port pilots.
Instead they tried to get by with three or four scab pilots. Ships sat
at anchor, often times overnight waiting to berth. The regular delays
of many hours in turn left ordered longshore gangs sitting around
with nothing to do.
Compared with these constant and daily delays, the few actions
the ILWU has taken against LAXT or in support of the Liverpool
dockers, or even the delays related to contract implementation last
year, have had minimal effect on overall productivity.
If Miniace is really so worried about the perception of West
Coast productivity sending business elsewhere, his national campaign to slander the ILWU is not helping. So what is his real agenda? I see a lot of chest pounding and posturing, the new guy trying
to show his constituency what a tough leader they just hired. And I
see a lot of positioning in advance for the next contract bargaining in
a year and a half.
Some employers think now is the time to provoke confrontation, but whatever our internal strife, the ILWU has always risen as
one when attacked.
Sometimes I get the feeling that some in the PMA don't want to
take responsibility for anything but shuttling containers, that they
would be content to live in a world of gray ships and gray boxes with
bar codes.
But as Adam Smith, the father of capitalist economics, said in
his book "The Wealth of Nations," back in 1776, "Labor creates all
wealth."
For that we deserve fair wages, we deserve to be treated with
respect and dignity, and we certainly don't deserve the nasty and
inaccurate attacks we've seen lately.
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Thrifty/Rite Aid warehouse closes on Local 26
By Steve Stallone
Buyouts, consolidations, downsizings. Layoffs, rip-offs, betrayals. It's
the rhythmic sound track of the
1990s, always playing in the background, until it happens to you. Then
it becomes your theme song.
When Rite Aid bought out
Thrifty-Payless December 1996, the
company's top executives visited
their major warehouse in Ontario,
Calif, run by ILWU warehouse Local
26 workers. They held a big meeting
in the lunchroom decorated with balloons, passed out T-shirts and hats
with "Rite Aid" emblazoned on them
and shook everyone's hand. They told
the employees they were looking forward to working with the union and
that they were all family. Then in
mid-July they closed the warehouse
and laid-off some 300 workers.
"They lied to us," said Peggy
Rinaldi, a receiving clerk in the pharmacy department for 18 years. "They
came in and said they were keeping
us open. There was little doubt in our
minds things were going to be good
for us."
But Rite Aid was not content with
simply eliminating the livelihood of
hundreds of long-time employees and
their families—it was out to bust the
union and what the workers had
gained through their collective bargaining. Rite Aid refused to pay the
$2.4 million it owes the workers
Supplemental Retirement Fund,
money that could provide each one
with a lump sum benefit of $600 per
year of service. The company is also
withholding severance pay from the
workers.
Rite Aid has said it has the
money, but it is holding it hostage
pending concessions. The company
wants Local 26 to agree to require the
239 Thrifty retirees to pay one half of
their health benefit monthly premiums, or if they are 62 years old or
more, pay 25 percent. Rite Aid also
wants the Local to agree to give up its
jurisdiction over the jobs when Rite
Aid opens its new, state-of-the-art
warehouse in Southern California.
Local 26 rejected Rite Aid's deal
and the attempt to play current workers against retirees. Instead, it is
demanding the company honor its
contractual commitments and wholly
fund the retirees health premiums
and hand over the $2.4 million it owes

the laid off workers. The Local
also refuses to
abandon its jurisdiction of some
50 years, one of
the longest in the
history of the
wareILWU's
house division.
"The retired
people they cut
off, I don't even
know them," said
Kevin Brown, a
driver
forklift
with eight years
at the warehouse.
"I started working at the company and those people already retired. So why are
they messing with
them? What the
has
company
done is a crime.
It's legal, but it's
a crime when you
have some old
people who have
worked for 30
years and retired
and then they cut
offtheir medical." Local 26 workers leaflet outside a Thrifty/Rite Aid store in Chino, Calif. in October.
Local 26 President Luisa Gratz has filed two grievWhen a local radio station started when she would test her diabetic
ances with the NLRB charging that an advertising promotion campaign daughters blood, their insulin was
the company has been subcontracting with Rite Aid, setting up in front of weak," Rinaldi said. "I told her it
out bargaining unit work and request- stores and giving away hot dogs and could be because its coming down the
ing lost wages and benefits for those sodas to get people to come, Brown freeway from Utah in all that heat
who lost the work and the return of followed like a flying picket.
and it needs to be cold. She took her
the work to union members. The Local
prescription out of the store."
the
take
don't
customers
"Some
has filed another NLRB charge claim- leaflets, but I've had people take
Gratz has asked ILWTJ members
ing the company has not explained them, read them and go in the store to boycott Thrifty-Payless/Rite Aid
why it closed the warehouse and and cuss out the manager," Brown stores and asked ILWU locals to drop
moved the work to Las Vegas. The said. "We've had people take their Rite Aid's Eagle Managed Care pregrievances are still awaiting NLRB merchandise back and ask for their scription program as a provider for
action.
money back and we've had people any benefit ILWU trusts. Local 26 is
In the meantime the workers have pull their prescriptions. A lot of peo- also sending out a mailing to 250
taken their case to the public, picket- ple can relate because this is happen- unions and other trust funds asking
ing and leafleting at Rite Aid stores ing to a lot of people."
them to do the same.
across Southern California, informing
After more than three months
With the local warehouse closed,
people of their situation. They are ask- supplies are being shipped from Utah the workers are still organizing
ing customers to stop patronizing the and picketers are hearing lots of com- leafleting groups, setting up shifts
stores and let management know why. plaints about terrible service. Regular that fit into their schedules and letWherever they go the response has customers have to go back several ting the company know they won't be
been generally positive.
times for their prescriptions and going away.
"When we tell people about this, sometimes the stores don't have
"People being out and handing
they are astounded," Rinaldi said. enough of their medicines, doling out out leaflets together has been a heal"When they find out the way they're a few pills to hold them over till the ing experience," Rinaldi said. "You
treating retirees and holding our fund, next shipment arrives.
feel like you're doing something and
it's a wrong way to treat people."
"One lady couldn't figure out why besides, it's nice to see one another."

L.A. port pilots settle long strike
By Steve Stallone
After 137 days on strike the Los
Angeles port pilots of ILWU Local 68
have agreed to a contract that gives
them wage increases, additional benefits and job protections.
Los Angeles is the only major
port in the country where pilots are
city employees rather than workers
for a private company. Local politics
played a role in dragging out the
strike when the city at first offered
only the same small percentage raise
given other municipal employees. But
the pilots, who are seriously underpaid by industry standards, were
demanding significantly more money.
Court injunctions severely limited effective picketing, but running
the nation's second busiest container
port with only four scab pilots, instead
of the usual compliment of 16, hampered operations during the heaviest
traffic period ever in Los Angeles.
Although the port and the employer
Pacific Maritime Association downplayed the impact, ships regularly
waited for hours at anchor outside
the harbor and at berth and no traffic
moved from 8 p.m. to 5 a.m.

But on Tuesday, Nov. 25 both the ment needed to provide a first rate
Harbor Commission and the Los pilot operation, Larkins said. "Those
Angeles City Council unanimously were crucial," he added.
One of the most critical issues for
approved a new contract hammered
out by Local 68 President Jim Local 68 was what would happen to
Larkins, Vice President Brett them if the port's pilotage was evenMcDaniel, Business Agent Will tually privatized. The city had paid
Baumann, union attorney Beth for a study on the issue a couple of
Garfield and representatives from the years ago that recommended it go
city and the Harbor Dept. Later that that route. The pilots' previous conevening the pilots also approved it tract had language that would
require any company buying the
unanimously.
The next day the pilots were back operation to deal with the unionized
at work with an immediate pay raise pilots. The city wanted to remove
from $113,712 to 122,376. They will that language this time.
"That alone was enough to keep
get another two percent increase
every Jan. 1 and July 1 for the next us on strike because, if they hadn't
three and a half years. When the con- kept that language in, they could
tract expires June 30, 2001 they will have done whatever they wanted to,"
Larkins said.
be making $140,600.
While Larkins acknowledges that
For the first time the city will also
pay for a $500,000 accidental death it might be better for the pilots to be
and dismemberment insurance plan working in the private sector, possibly
for each pilot and will add more for some PMA employer with knowlmoney into the benefits program edge and experience in maritime
which can be used to purchase dis- operations, the city wanted to make
ability insurance or other benefits in them independent contractors.
"We're not interested in that at
the city benefit plan. The pilots also
got the city to agree to the standards all," Larkins said. "The only way we
and type of training and safety equip- will ever agree to privatization is if

we were employed by an industry
employer and remain as employees
under a union contract. We're not
businessmen. We're workers."
In the long run the city conceded
and kept the protection language in.
"We didn't get anywhere near
what we should have gotten on the
economics," Larkins said. "In noneconomic areas we succeeded in
accomplishing what we were looking
for. And we survived all their
attempts to break the union. They
never expected we would be willing to
stay out as long as we did. They never
anticipated the kind of tremendous
support we got from Locals 13, 26,63
and 94 and the IBU. It was everything you would have expected from
the ILWU's tradition and Local 68 is
very grateful."
But Larkins has a warning for
the rest of the union's Longshore
Division. "This strike exposed a lot of
the agenda staring all of us in the face
from the PMA in the near future. The
goal of the Harbor Department and
the PMA was purely and simply to
bust the union. The locals here will
be preparing accordingly," he said.
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wins the big one

stop arm-twisting. They were wrong.
Labor never gave in, never gave up
and never let up. We won the big one.
For the first time in history sot 12:30 in the morning Monday,
Nov. 10 representatives of orga- called fast track authority legislation
ized labor were still pounding was denied to a President of the
the halls of Congress with grassroots United States. Rather than risk a
letters and fact sheets in our massive humiliating defeat on the House floor,
war against the multinational corpo- Speaker Gingrich pulled the legislarations' agenda to pass fast track. tion from the Congressional calendar
The vote on fast track, which would indefinitely.
This fast track legislation, negotipermit the President to negotiate free
trade agreements without the ated between President Clinton and
Congress amending it, was supposed Republican leaders would have actuto take place on Friday, Nov. 7. But it ally barred the President from negotiwas postponed through the weekend ating an agreement with Chile and
because, as the Washington Post other Latin American countries that
announced, "Fast Track Hit a Brick advances internationally recognized
labor and environmental rights.
Wall: Organized Labor."
President Clinton and Speaker There is no excuse for any member of
Gingrich thought they could wear Congress supporting such anti-labor
workers down over a weekend of non- legislation.
By Lindsay McLaughlin
ILWU Legislative Director

Organized labor was successful in
turning Fast Track Authority legislation into a referendum on the North
American Free Trade Agreement.
Most workers in the United States,
Canada, and Mexico perceive NAFTA
as an abject failure—and with good
reason. In the United States alone,
NAFTA has turned a balanced trading relationship with Mexico into a
$15 billion annual deficit. Even using
the optimistic job formula of NAFTA
enthusiasts and the Administration
during the great NAFTA debate of
1993, the United States has experienced a net job loss of 600,000. The
Administration constantly brags
about creating new and better jobs,
but reality suggests these new jobs
are part-time, temporary, and contingent "throw-away" jobs without benefits. Even the United States
Department of Labor, in
its commissioned study,
acknowledged that NAFTA
is being used to undercut
collective bargaining efforts
and to bust unions in the
United States.
Most House Republicans
were more than willing to
approve the measure—
with a bit of deal-making
such as roads and bridges
in their districts—but
Clinton could only find the
support of about 40 House
Democrats out of 205.
Despite intense pressure
and quid pro quo gifts
from Clinton, most of our
friends stuck with us. One
exception
is
notable
Representative Matthew
Martinez (D-CA), who
he
had
announced
switched sides to support
Fast Track after Clinton
agreed to support a free-

Coast Committee Report
By Bob McEllrath and Ray Ortiz, Jr.
Coast Committeemen

NEW GRAIN CONTRACT FOR THE
NORTHWEST
ILWU longshore Locals 4, 8, 19
and 23 ratified a new contract on grain
handling in their ports that raises
wages and finally establishes a 401(k)
retirement program for those working
in grain elevators.
Negotiations on the grain pact
between the union and Pacific
Northwest Grain Elevator Operators
(an employer group representing
United Grain, Louis Dreyfus,
Columbia Grain, Continental Grain
and Cargill) began Sept. 10, and the
hard-nosed bargaining did not conclude until Oct. 12. But in the end the
Negotiating Committee came out with
a dead it felt it could recommend to the
rank and file.
Wages were increased to $24.50
per hour in the first year, to $25.00 the
second year and to $25.25 in the third
year. Skill rates were also increased.
The new contract also brings the bottom up. Now workers coming out of
the hall will get 1.5 times the prevailing rate—just like steadies—for all
work after eight hours in a day instead
of the 1.25 they used to make if they
didn't put in a full 40 hour week. And
casuals will now be entitled to the
same eight-hour guarantee Class A
and B registrants now enjoy.
One of the larger issues for the
membership was finally arranging the
401(k) plan. Details are still being
worked out, but we anticipate that
once each year members will be able to
choose which plan they want to partic-

ipate in—the Union/Grain plan or the
PMA/ILWU plan. Members will be
able to contribute to one, however,
while their money remains invested in
the other. The program should be
implemented on Jan. 1, 1998.
The committee also came away
with new contract language barring
descrimination in hiring, tenure, promotions, transfers, work assignments
or other conditions of employment on
the basis of race, creed, color, sex, age,
marital status, national origin, religious or political affiliation, veteranmilitary status, disability or union
membership. This includes harassment and any other actions that create an intimidating, hostile or offensive environment. Anyone found violating this policy will face discipline,
up to and including termination.
In a letter of understanding
attached to the contract, both sides
agreed to set up a union/employer
committee for post-negotiation discussions on safety training.
The employers brought up other
jurisdiction issues, such as supervisory
personnel performing work and contracting out routine sweeping and
blowing down of dust, but the
Negotiating Committee refused to bargain on these.
The ILWU Negotiating Committee consisted of Chairman/Coast
Committeeman Bob McEllrath; CoChair, George O'Neil, (8), John Rapp,
Rod Kadow and Pete McEllrath (4),
Leal Sundet and Kenny Tallmon (8),
Bob Lindsey and Herald Ugles (19),
Tony DePaul, Jim Smith, Roger
Boesphlug (23). Also in attendance
and helping to keep notes were Ty
Gorton from Local 21 (Longview) and

Dale Bourdage, the union representative from Harvest States in Kalama
(21-A).

TRAVEL BRINGS COAST TOGETHER
Due to the recent increase of work
in the L.A./Long Beach ports the Coast
Parties developed a travel program to
share the work. Longshore workers
from Northwest ports, some of which
were experiencing slack periods, were
given the opportunity to travel south
to work.
The union developed the travel
program at an Oct. 15 Coast Labor
Relations Committee meeting and
renewed it to last up to Dec. 5. The
CLRC extended the program to allow
Alaska longshore members to travel to
L.A./Long Beach Nov. 5, the first time
Alaska has been approved to travel
since the 1960s.
The employer paid for airfare,
weekly car rental, lodging and meals
as provided for in Section 4.51 of the
PCLCD. Workers were required to
work a minimum of five shifts within a
seven-day period to keep the advance
travel expense payments.
"The employer wanted casuals to
double up and have nail backs, but I
said 'no," Local 13 President Joe
Cortez said. "I recommended we do
the travel program. The rank and file
here received them well and it worked
out great."
The program brought longshoremen separated by hundreds of miles
together. Those from the Northwest,
especially those from small ports, got a
chance to work in one of the busiest
ports in the world and see what they
have in common.

way in his district.
President Clinton has vowed to
regroup and try to get Fast Track
passed next year. Meanwhile
Democratic House Leader Richard
Gephardt (D-MO) will introduce fast
track legislation placing labor, human
rights, and environmental protection
squarely in the core of any new trade
agreements. Gephardt said,"The fact
is that we've tried it the Republican
way—and it's being rejected. I hope
now we'll have a chance to work for a
trade policy that puts American values squarely into future negotiations."
The ILWU has thousands of
members who are dependent on
international trade for their livelihoods,so it would be institutional suicide to support a protectionist trade
policy. We are not a protectionist
union, but a fair trade union that values human rights for all workers. As
ILWU International President Brian
McWilliams said to all members of
Congress in a letter, "No one in our
union wishes to profit off the misery
of any other worker
Our job as trade unionists after
this splendid victory is to find ways to
make upward mobility of the world's
working people compatible with the
global economy. Powerful multinational corporations will fight us every
step of the way as we endeavor to
improve the lot of workers. Our victory on fast track is significant, and we
have taken a giant step toward more
just economic policies.
The following Members of
Congress should be thanked for their
commitment to vote against Fast
Track:
Alaska
Young(REP)
Northern California
Riggs(REP) Doolittle(REP) Woolsey
(DEM)Miller(DEM)Pelosi(DEM)
Dellums (DEM) Pomba (REP)
Lantos (DEM) Stark (DEM) Farr
(DEM) Condit(DEM)
Southern California
Sherman (DEM) Waxman (DEM)
Becerra (DEM) Dixon (DEM)
Roybal-Allard (DEM) Torres
(DEM) Waters (DEM) MillenderMacDonald (DEM) Brown (DEM)
Bono (REP) Rohrabacher (REP)
Sanchez (DEM) Filner (DEM)
Hunter(REP)
Hawaii
Abercrombie(DEM)Mink(DEM)
Oregon
Furse(DEM)DeFazio(DEM)
Washington
Metcalf (REP) L. Smith (REP) A.
Smith(DEM)
The following Members of
Congress were committed to voting
against the interests of working people by supporting Fast Track:
Northern California
Herger (REP) Fazio (DEM) Matsui
(DEM) Tauscher (DEM) Eshoo
(DEM) Campbell (REP) Radanovich (REP) Dooley(DEM)
Southern California
Thomas (REP) Gallegly (REP)
McKeon (REP) Rogan (REP)
Dreier (REP) Martinez (DEM)
Harman(DEM)Horn(REP)Royce
(REP) Lewis (REP) Kim (REP)
Calvert (REP) Cox (REP) Packard
(REP) Bilbray(REP) Cunningham
(REP)
Oregon
Smith (REP) Blumenauer (DEM)
Hooley(DEM)
Washington
White (REP) Hastings (REP)
Nethercutt (REP) Dicks (DEM)
McDermott(DEM) Dunn (REP)
The following Member was still
undecided at the time of the vote:
California
Lofgren(DEM)
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Local 6 jobs runaway

Floor drops out of Funsten warehouse
By Tom Price
he rain let up in front of the
Home Depot store in Colma,
Calf, in time for leafleters to
talk to a few more people.
Saturday morning Nov. 15 was
cold and damp and the location—one
of those cathedrals of free enterprise—the mall, was coming alive
with weekend do-it-yourself home
improvement shoppers.
ILWU warehouse Local 6 members were out in the parking lot
informing shoppers that Home Depot
carried floor materials sold under
Armstrong's Solariam and VIOS
brand names that were shipped from
the B.R. Funsten Co. warehouse in
San Francisco where they have
worked for years. But now the company was moving their jobs a hundred
miles out of town. The leafleters were
asking consumers to call Funsten's
owner and encourage him to offer his
workers the jobs at the new warehouse under their current collectively
bargained wages and conditions.
"It's the way of the '90's," one
shopper said. "It's what all the big
corporations are doing."
Rob Larson of Local 6 expressed
less passive views. "I've got a 2-year
old at home," he said. "A value my
wife and I hold strongly is that the
parents must provide the upbringing
for the child and we think it's important for my wife to be able to stay at
home as a full time homemaker.
That's what we've been trying to
achieve. We have been able to do it so
far with a good union job. They're
trying to take that away from us."
At first the company offered no
jobs to the displaced workers. Local 6
business agent Fred Pecker filed a
grievance with the NLRB because the
current contract includes language
requiring the company to try to relocate employees to other facilities it
owns if their warehouse closes. The

T

company came back with an offer
Pecker characterized as a 50 percent
cut in wages and benefits to those
who would make the commute.
"These are 1985 wages," Pecker
said. "And at the new warehouse
workers would stop accruing pension
benefits and have inferior medicals.
It's a story of pure greed,"
Larson, who has been with
Funsten for 15 years and makes more
than $16 per hour, lives an hour and
a half from Manteca, where the new
warehouse is to be located.
"If it's a difference between eating and not eating I'll drive the 86
miles," he said. "I'd be more interested if it paid a living wage, but $12 an
hour barely pays the gas."
Other workers would be offered
less. Louis Hernandez, who worked
five years steady and three years off
and on, might get $11 per hour.
Mike Benardo, another worker
and long time member of Local 6, said
he would be interested "only if the
jobs are union."
Funsten, which has hired the
notorious union-busting law firm of
Littler, Mendelson, Fastiss and Tichy,
also said it does not recognize Local 6
as the bargaining representative for
the workers at its new Manteca warehouse. And even if the union gathered
signature cards from a majority of
those employees, the company said it
would oppose the union recognition
vote.
Under these circumstances most
of the employees are not willing to
relocate, but the severance package in
the current contract, one week's pay
for each year of employment, is not
very attractive either. Funsten has
said it would renegotiate the severance deal, but only if the union drops
the grievance on the job transfer
issue.
The high prices of San Francisco
real estate offered an irresistible

Mike Benardo, Luis Hernandez, James White and Rob Larson let Home Depot
customers know about Armstrong and other products shipped from Funsten
warehouse.
incentive for Funsten profiteering.
The company bought the building the
warehouse occupies 16 years ago for
about $1 million. Now real estate
speculators are expected to offer
nearly $5 million.
That sale price would represent
nearly $4 million in capital gains and
the federal government recently cut
the tax on such wealth significantly.
Larson commented that the capital
gains tax savings alone would provide
a better severance package than
offered.
The ten most senior workers at
Funsten's San Francisco warehouse
have 160 years seniority among them.
They felt some loyalty to the company, as exemplified by their response to
the 1989 Bay Area earthquake.
"We worked 12-16 hour days to
make sure their products got out and

people got their houses back. We
worked the hours to get the building
supplies out, and it did Funsten's
business good," Larson said.
"It just goes to show that no good
deed goes unpunished," Funsten
worker James White added.
Local 6 Funsten workers are asking everyone to call Funsten owner
James Funsten toll free at 1-888-9999260 ext. 420 and demand he treat his
workers fairly and offer them jobs in
the Manteca warehouse at their current contract rates and conditions.
Tell him you know Funsten is the distributor for Armstrong flooring, that
they and Tom Duffy Co. are on the
AFL-CIO California Federation's "Do
not patronize" list, and that you won't
be buying from them at Home Depot.

The Neptune Jade saga continues
continued from page 1
being sued for the monetary damages.
Management attorneys have east a
broad net to drag in as defendants
anyone who might have been involved
in the action. Picketers and other
demonstrators who did not walk the
line have been added to the list.
These include the Laney College
Labor Studies Club, the Golden Gate
Chapter of the Labor Party, the Peace
and Freedom Party and various John
Does associated with these groups.
California
former
Curiously,
Governor Jerry Brown, now an
Oakland mayoral candidate, walked
the picket line and made a public
statement at the Irminger support
rally attended by employer informants proudly proclaiming his role,
and yet he has not been named. The
ILWU International and Locals 10
and 34 also have been subpoenaed to
provide information on the picketers.
Management is using the "discovery" procedures in the civil suit to try
to force individuals and groups to
turn over enormous amounts ofinformation. The discovery demands ask
defendants to identify everyone
known to them at the picket; everyone who participated in the planning,
organizing or arranging of any of the
demonstrations; everyone in any way
affiliated with the Committee for
Victory to the Liverpool Dockers; and
everyone who provided information
about when longshore workers were
scheduled to work the Neptune Jade.
The discovery demands also ask for
every communication—be it written,
fax, e-mail, etc.—among any of these

people. They also demand all documents referring to any "person, association, or organization...who participated in the planning, organizing or
arranging of any of the demonstrations," including "without limitation,
membership lists, organizational
charts, articles of incorporation, bylaws, mission statements, minutes of
meetings," as well as computer
records, phone records, diaries, bank
checks, receipts, etc. The chilling
effect of these court actions recall the
dark days of McCarthy, when Harry
Bridges was under frivolous investigations for imagined conspiracies.
ILWU International President
Brian McWilliams has instructed the
union's attorneys object to most of
the discovery requests on First

Amendment grounds.
"We've been asked for information that's absolutely inappropriate,
information they are not entitled to,"
McWilliams said. "We're not even
going to look to see if we have it."
Union attorney Robert Remar has
filed an objection to the motion, arguing that, other than the dispatch
records requested, the other information is privileged and protected by the
First Amendment. In his response to
the subpoena of the International
Remar argues that all documents created or obtained by the ILWU's journalists at The Dispatcher are privileged and protected from disclosure
not just by the First Amendment, but
also by the California Constitution's
Shield Law. That provision allows

Background of the struggle
When the Neptune Jade arrived at Oakland's Berth 23 on Sept. 28, labor
activists and supporters of the sacked Liverpool dockers threw up a picket line
because the ship carried hot cargo loaded at a British port controlled by Mersey
Docks and Harbour Company, the outfit that fired the Liverpool dockers.
Northern California Arbitrator Gerald Sutliff ruled the picket line a safety hazard and longshore workers were not required to cross it.
Management went to court on the afternoon of the Sept. 29th for an
injunction against the pickets, but this was denied. The next day Sutliff
changed his ruling and so did the court, granting an injunction limiting the
number of pickets.
After four days of picketing honored by ILWU longshore locals 10, 34 and
91 the ship sailed out of Oakland still unloaded Oct. 1. Her journey then took
her up the coast to Vancouver, British Columbia where ILWU longshore workers also declined to work the ship, and then on to Japan, where the All Japan
Dockworkers Unions also refused to unload the scab cargo.
Neptune Orient Lines,the ship's owner, has since sold the vessel that has now
sailed into legend in the international dockers' struggle against privatization.

journalists to gather news and information without the fear of being compelled to become informants for the
government.
Remar also filed a motion under
California's Anti-SLAPP (Strategic
Lawsuit Against Public Participation)
law—legislation that provides some
protection against such lawsuits
aimed at chilling the exercise of free
speech rights—to strike the suit
against Heyman. Attorney Dan Siegel
filed a similar motion for Irminger, the
Labor Party, and the Laney College
Labor Studies Group.
Heyman's case will be heard Feb.
26 and Irminger's will be heard
March 2. Until then,the witch hunt is
adjourned.
Many of the defendants are individuals (there are 500 "John Does"
alone), with limited means for legal
defense. Contributions may be made
to: "Liverpool Dockers Victory Defense
Committee! PO Box 25741 Oakland,
CA 94614."
ILWU clerks Local 34 will host a
fundraiser for the Liverpool dockers
supporters and defendants in the
Neptune Jade case at its hall at 4
Berry St., San Francisco on Sunday,
Dec. 14 at 6:30 p.m. "Flickering
Flame," a documentary film on the
Liverpool struggle by award-winning
director Ken Loach will be shown.
ILWU International President Brian
McWilliams and former California
Governor Jerry Brown will speak. The
defense case and its basic issues of
democratic and trade union rights in
the era ofthe global economy will also
be explained.
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Workers from the Arctic Circle to Tierra del F
MAQUILADORA NATIONS
By Tom Price
Workers responding to the
increased globalization of capital are
organizing across frontiers in numbers
unheard of in nearly a century
The International Conference
Against Privatizations, held in Mexico
City in March 1996, called for a meeting of workers representing the entire
Western Hemisphere. The California
Federation of Labor, AFL-CIO, at its
21st convention July 31, 1997, unanimously adopted a resolution to sponsor
such a gathering and the Western
Hemisphere Workers' Conference
against NAFTA and Privatization was
born.(The ILWU endorsed the conference at its International Convention
last April.) Some 346 delegates from 20
countries, along with many other
interested activists and media, convened Nov. 14-16, 1997 in San
Francisco.
"Capital has no boundaries or borders. Exploitation has no borders and
workers should accept no borders in
uniting to defend our interests and
gains," said the conference call-toaction.
The conference's final declaration
stated in one sentence its goals and
results: "We have gathered to give testimony to the deleterious effects the
transnational corporate agenda has
had on the working people of this
hemisphere and to improve our capacity for mutual support and solidarity in
our responses to this assault on living
and working conditions and democratic rights."
International trade organizations,
outside the control of any elected bodies or even nation-states, are making
decisions that directly destroy environmental regulations and pit workers
from one country against another in a
rat race to the bottom of the wage pile.
Banking rackets such as the
International Monetary Fund (IMF)
hold countries like Mexico, Poland and
Brazil by the throats and force social
wage cuts as a condition for not foreclosing on loans and imposing international economic sanctions.

In the early 1980s, when NAFTA
was not yet even a gleam in Ronald
Reagan's evil eye, the IMF forced
Mexico to eliminate farmers' subsidies
for beans and flour and charge full
market price to the consumer. This was
the gateway to further attacks on the
redistributive nature of the Mexican
state, minimal as that may have been,
and the beginning of a massive transfer of wealth from the producers to the
owners. Millions have been driven off
their land, which has again become a
commodity for the first time since the
revolution of 1917. This is just one
cruel example of the results of"privatization," the selling of the publicly held
property to corporations and the ruthless exploitation of workers and the
environment.
From Liverpool to Japan, dockers
are under similar attacks, as ports are
sold to private corporations who then
use the nearly nonexistent labor and
environmental standards to squeeze
every drop of profit from what used to
be the people's property.
Throughout the weekend workers
swapped stories in workshops and
industry caucuses, stories with different casts and settings, but that echoed
the same themes of privatization and
casualization, all adding to the weight
of the testimony against what George
Bush, taking a phrase from Hitler,
called the New World Order.
The conference closed Sunday with
wrap-up
speeches
and
songs.
Thousands of words of information
were exchanged, as were hugs and
empathy between workers from so
many different places.
The Final Declaration of the conference included a call to action for
next spring:
"We propose a common day of
action against the extension of
NAFTA, against continued privatization and destruction of our public services, and against the attacks on our
rights and gains. We aim to hold this
day of action in April 1998, on the day
the heads of state from throughout the
Americas will convene in Chile to discuss the creation of the FTAA. (Free
Trade Agreement of the Americas)."

U.S. STATE
DEPARTMENT BLOCKS
WORKER ACCESS
By Tom Price

With NAFTA in place and global trade agreements greasing the
wheels of international trade with
unprecedented slipperiness, it
might seem strange there would be
such trouble getting people to a conference on globalization.
In fact, one of the topics discussed was the Multilateral
Agreement on Investment (MAT), a
new scheme in which governments
give up their national sovereignty to
lubricate the flow of international
capital in a frictionless torrent
towards the lowest wage parts ofthe
world.
However, the flow of people
encountered opposition from the
U.S. State Department. Seventeen
delegates from Haiti were supposed
to attend, but only four actually
made it, according to Ed Rosario.
Conference Coordinator.
"They applied for visas at the
U.S. Consulate and the Consul,
Allison Insley, told them they were
'not a credible grouping,' that they
must have bought the letters from Jorge Cuellar Valdez addresses the opening of the
the San Francisco Labor Council!"
said Allen Benjamin of the U.S.
ces
the
Director
of
Labor Party. "They arrived at the Hemisphere
Consular offices in Port-au-Prince with International Affairs Dept. of the AFLon
signed invitations, union credentials CIO, weighed in to straighten out the
inc
and mandates, two-way plane tickets Consul and got visas for three of the
ov
and passports. Insley insulted them, workers, the fourth was already in the
oil
U.S.
they
weren't
who
they
said
they
said
nal
"The behavior of the Consul indiwere."
ofl
Insley questioned them about cated to me that there was something
ars
NAFTA, inquiring that since Haiti more going on than just the fear of illegovernment
is
cal
immigration.
The
gal
would
they
wasn't in NAFTA and why
be interested in the conference any- saying that Haiti is a great success
thE
way? The delegates responded that story for Clinton diplomacy, but that
en(
their local trade pact, the Caribbean success is premised on privatization
en
Community (Caricom), was expanding, and IMF policies that destroy native
thi
as is NAFTA. Adding ignorance to industries and lay off thousands of peoGa
insult, Insley said that the AFL-CIO ple. The U.S. doesn't want this delegagoi
tion coming over here and telling
supported NAFTA.
Then Stan Gacek, Western everyone what the cost is of that suc-

ester') Hemisphere Work(

Voices from the Western HE
Jorge Cuellar, SUTAUR-100 bus union.
"Our delegation is composed of various sectors of the
Mexican working class. We are united against policies
that have been imposed on us that destroy labor rights.
We are in favor of a continental working group against
privatizations and NAFTA. We are here to discuss the
forms and strategies of those sorts of coordinated efforts."

Julio Turra, National Executive Comm., National Unite(
(CUT), Brazil.
"I am one of the more than 25 Brazilian delegates representing diN
and peoples' movements that oppose globalization. Evidently globalizati
nomenon. It belongs to certain interests and in particular the interests oi
trol the world economy. In my country the crash in the stock market wa
It began in Hong Kong, and destabilized markets in New York and arou

Cajuste Lexiuste, former general secretary, General Workers Confederation of Haiti.
"We, the workers, are over-exploited and scorned while actually we represent a force. Imperialism
has started a war against us. We must organize ourselves to build a real international unity to struggle
against the death plans of imperialism, the death plans of the IMF, World Bank, GATT and privatizations. Why are there so many poor people in the world? Why are the poor getting poorer and the rich
richer? It's because the distribution of wealth is not equitable.
"In an economic system there are three factors, production, distribution and consumption. We, the
workers, have produced all the wealth in the world. And we have not been included in the distribution
of the wealth of the world. It is an anomaly we can not let continue here. Today our country, Haiti, is
occupied. The occupiers have come to Haiti to bring 'democracy.' In fact what they have brought on is corruption and insecurity We are requesting the support of the workers of the world to fight against these death plans."

Hebe de Bonafini, Argentina, Coordinator, Madres de Plaza
de Mayo. Her tireless efforts to account for those who disappeared
during the dictatorship, which began with a military coup in 1976 and
ended with the Falkland Islands war in 1982, won her the Nobel
Peace Prize.
"I cannot speak as a labor representative because I am not. Instead
I speak on behalf of the 30,000 who have disappeared in my country.
There is no doubt that our disappeared children would be forcefully
opposed to the economic policies that squash us and leave us without
food or shelter.
"These policies resulted in 10,000 people being killed on the streets
of Argentina and 1.5 million being driven into exile and thousands
jailed. And all this simply to impose an economic strategy. This is killing our country. We are
happy to participate in this conference against reduction oflabor standards, casualization and
so-called free-trade agreements. As many would say, we are in the entrails of the beast."

Luis Mesina Mann, General Secret,
Workers of Chile.
"We of the Chilean bank workers ha
though we are thousands of kilometers apai
effects of free trade agreements. In partic
opposed to the so-called agreements for eco
reproduce the unequal laws of economic del,'
a day-to-day inequality between rich and poi
lently harmed the workers of our country. IA
former dictator General Pinochet who is
impose these agreements and unfair labor le
class and feel that this conference is more h

ILWU International President Brian McWilliams
"In the struggles in South Africa against apartheid
that system to collapse. Likewise in Nicaragua and El
West Coast longshore workers refused to load scrap iro
peoples of China. Not all of these efforts are immediat
that great history to continue.
"The struggle of the Liverpool dockers and the mov
waterfronts of the world, undermine conditions and br
tions they enjoy, continues. One thing you may have rea
misrepresented idea of an unfair trade situation in Japl
which shouldn't surprise any of you, is that through OA
macy in order to pressure the Japanese government. We're sticking our '
Japanese dockers to give up the conditions they fought for so many years. IA
got work guarantees in exchange for the loss of many jobs. Now the Alfieri,
collective bargaining agreements in Japan. But they don't tell you that in i

t
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Voilkers Conference Against NAFTA & Privatizations

A Santos
docker
speaks out
An interview
with Brazilian
unionist
Francisco
Nogueira

Francisco Nogueira, Vice President,
Dockworkers Union of Santos

By Marcy Rein
Translation by Clifton Ross
ockers in the Brazilian port of
Santos occupied two ships last
April to resist the privatized
COSIPA steel company's attempt to
work its cargoes with non-union
labor. Days after the occupation they
launched a Web site, linking with the
Liverpool dockers via the Internet
and proclaiming "Santos Liverpool
Amsterdam Seoul—One World, One
Struggle."
Their dramatic act caught the
attention of longshore workers
around the world. Hundreds responded to their call to send faxes and email to Brazilian President Enrique
Cardoso.
Then suddenly the Web site went
dead, calls and faxes to the Santos
dockers went unreturned. At the
Second International Dockers Conference in Montreal a month later,
the Brazilian delegate's seat stayed
empty, with others wondering uneasily what had happened. So when we
heard the Brazilian dockers would be
represented at the Western Hemisphere Workers Conference, it
seemed an ideal chance to get the end
of the story.
The Dispatcher caught up with
Francisco Nogueira well into
Saturday evening, after the conference's longshore caucus. Nogueira is
vice president of the Sindicato dos
Empregados Terrestres em Transportes Aquavarios do Estado de Sao
Paolo, which represents a range of
port workers, excluding stevedores.
Noguiera handled containers on
board ships before being elected to his
full-time union job. Union activism
runs in the family: his father had
been a leader in the stevedores union.

D

Photos by Tom Price

g of the Saturday sessions.
cess," Benjamin added.
Of the thirty Ecuadorian delegates
only eight got visas. "A lot of them were
indigenous people protesting the take
over of their land by recently privatized
oil companies," Benjamin said. "The
nationalized industries had guarantees
of labor rights but the private companies
are under no such requirements. This is
called 'deregulation."
Luis Mesina, General Secretary of
the National Bank Workers of Chile, also
encountered difficulty from his own government, which threatened him with
three years in prison if he attended.
Gacek intervened again and the Chilean
government dropped its threat.
Delegates from the Cuban Labor

Federation were denied visas, not surprisingly, by means of what the State
Dept. would call technicalities. They
continually asked for additional information until the 30-day deadline had
expired. The Cubans had applied 60 days
in advance.
"The Conference showed the
hypocrisy of the government's advocacy
of the unfettered ability to make profits
across national boundaries and, at the
same time, its restriction on the free flow
of workers and information," Benjamin
said. "When it comes to workers getting
together and talking, that's a barrier to
trade. Labor rights are a barrier to trade.
Labor codes and collective bargaining
agreements are a barrier to trade."

emisphere

Nobert Gbikpi-Benissan,
ited Workers Federation General Secretary Federation
of Independant Unions of
ting diverse sectors of the union Togo.
balization is not a technical phe"We are a small country on
rests of the speculators who con- the West Coast of Africa. Like
ket was the largest in the world. many other countries we suffer
ul around the world."
from 'structural adjustments.'
Our situation is complicated by
Secretary, National Bank
the fact that we live under a dictatorship that for the
last 30 years has crushed our population. Ours is one
cers have come because, even of the poorest countries in Africa, and our liberation
?rs apart, we too are feeling the struggle is both on the level of human rights and funi particular, we are profoundly damental freedoms, and freeing one's self from the
for economic integration. They structural adjustment plan and poverty. You know
nic development, which leads to that Africa today is the continent of the dislocation
and poor countries and has vio- of the states and populations in the wars. The workintry. We see the gross efforts of ers have the historical responsibility to help stop this
who is now in the Senate, to dislocation. This is why we are here at this conferlabor legislation on the working ence and will participate and bring the greetings of
African workers."
more important than ever."

The occupation of the two ships
in Santos lasted 28 days and attracted tremendous solidarity, Nogueira
said. The strikers got no wages during this time, and survived on donations from other union members.
Sympathy strikes broke out at all
Brazil's major ports and hundreds of
dockers came to Santos and camped
out on the dock by the occupied ships.
The government called in the federal police to end the occupation.
When they entered the ships, the
workers left peacefully. The strike was
a partial victory, Nog-uiera said,
because it got a lot of media coverage
and through that changed public opinion. "It passed a message about the situation of the stevedores," he said.
But the government did break the
strike. Once the workers were off the
hams
ship, COSIPA brought in scabs. With
rartheid it was the world wide labor movement that produced the pressure that caused their position weakening, the unions
and El Salvador with the coffee boycott. In the times just before the second world war decided to compromise. The unions
Tap iron for the imperialist Japanese government because it was being used against the
and the company are still negotiating
imediately successful, but they do solidify the feelings between workers and encourage the final terms of employment, but
currently half the COSIPA ships are
he move to privatize dock work all over the world, to break the system of unions on the worked by union labor and half by
and break those docker unions that have fought so hard and so long to build the condi- non-union labor.
Lave read about in the papers is the fining of Japanese ships in U.S. ports because of some
Half the union workers lost their
in Japan. What's really going on there, and it's not related to you in the press somehow, jobs after the strike as COSIPA
ough our tax dollars as workers in this country our government is using gunboat diplo- brought in casuals. These day workig our big nose into collective bargaining and domestic issues in Japan to force those ers, many drawn from the swelling
rears, which is what they got for supporting the mechanization and modernization. They ranks of Santos' unemployed, work
American government is trying, through a system of political leverage, to change those for $200 per month, half the prestrike rate for similar work.
hat in the newspapers.

As a steel company, COSIPA was a
strategic target for the government,
which is also trying to privatize other
strategic industries, such as mining
and oil. "The government doesn't privatize dead industries," Nogueira said.
"It wants to attract foreign capital."
COSIPA is owned by Japanese
capitalists, but functions as an arm of
the Brazilian government—"un
brazo," Nogueira said, rolling back
his sleeve and pointing to his forearm
for emphasis. The attack on the dockworkers at Santos was premeditated
by the government, he said, which
wants to use this as a "recipe" for
breaking the unions at the other terminals.
A second terminal in Santos was
privatized Oct. 17. Within the
month, some 2,000 workers there
were casualized.
In putting down the COSIPA
occupation the Brazilian government
made use of deregulation legislation
passed in 1993 for the first time.
Conservative union leaders let these
laws go through, Nogueira said. They
didn't respond until the people cried
out. Now a new generation of union
leadership is reviving the militant
spirit: we saw this at work in the
occupation, he said.
Several other ports have already
been privatized as part of Brazil's
National Privatization Program, instituted in 1991. Santos is a holdout.
Known as Brazil's "red city," it has a
long history of struggle and was run by
the Workers Party from 1988 to 1996.
casualization,
resisting
In
Nogueira and the members of his
union identify with the Liverpool
dockers. The union maintains a
Liverpool solidarity committee, and
delivered a letter to the British consulate in Sao Paolo on the
International Day of Action Sept. 8.
It asked the government to intervene on behalf of the dockers. "Tony
Blair is a labor prime minister, he
should be able to do something,"
Nogueira said.
The Santos strike accelerated
moves to unify the port unions, now
divided into nine different unions.
Each occupation has its own organization, among them stevedores,
guards, checkers, clerks and several
others. People were thinking about
unification before the strike, but now
it's a real project, Nogueira said. The
workers see COSIPA as a warning of
things to come, and unity as their
best tool for resistance.
"The situation in Brazil is no different from anywhere else, especially
Liverpool," Nogueira told the longshore caucus at the Conference. The
government has pushed deregulation
and privatization. Neoliberalism is
going forward and destroying the
whole working class. People who work
in the public sector are losing jobs to
privatization. All kinds of workers are
earning less and working harder.
"After the conference we need to
continue the contact with unions of
port workers around the world, 'sin
fronteras," he said. "We unite to
fight the market."
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"About 20 of us went into the
lobby at the Wells Fargo Bank headquarters," said ILWU warehouse
Zenkoku
Kowan (National
Local 6 business agent Fred Pecker.
Council of Dockworkers' Unions of
"Owen Marron, [Alameda County
Japan), an organization of dockworkLabor Council Executive Secretaryheld
a
24-hour
Japan,
unions
in
ers'
Treasurer] did most of the talking.
in
victory
a
said
Rooney
nationwide strike on Nov. 21 to
GETS
INITIATIVE
ANTI-WORKER
California "will be a shot heard He demanded to see Paul Hazen, the
protest an agreement between the
SIGNATURES
around the country." Norquist said head of Wells Fargo, who flatly
U.S. and Japanese governments
flexhis organization plans to raise $10 refused to come down. The police
unions
been
bargained
pracAmerican
have
changing collectively
tices at their ports. Some 25,000 ing more political muscle recently million next year to promote similar were already there in force and said
union dockworkers participated, than in decades, passing new mini- initiatives on next November's ballot they would arrest us. We sat down
mum wage laws, reducing the in five to eight states and to lobby for and they arrested us. We were taken
effecting 193 ships in 40 ports.
The union also demonstrated its Republican majority in the House of passage of such bills in every state to the Vallejo St. station and
released."
opposition to the port deregulation Representatives and being influential where legislatures meet in 1998.
Also arrested were Walter
The California Federation of
plans promoted by the Japanese gov- in the defeat of NAFTA fast track. So
ernment. At the same time, the strike now the counter attack begins with a Labor and other unions not affiliated Johnson, Secretary-Treasurer of the
with the AFL-CIO have organized a San Francisco Labor Council,
was held to coincide with the vengeance.
committee, Californians to Michael White of the California
At
conference
in
special
a
press
Asia/Pacific Rim Flag of Convenience
campaign carried out by the Sacramento Nov. 13 proponents of an Protect Employee Rights, to fight the Federation of Labor, hotel workers,
International Transport Workers initiative that would handcuff unions ballot measure. The same day as Gov. USW members, Labor Party activists
Federation during November 20-26 to financially and seriously hamper Wilson's press conference the com- and Father Bill O'Donnell, pastor of
demonstrate solidarity with the their ability to raise money for politi- mittee filed suit in Sacramento St. Joseph the Worker church in
Berkeley.
struggles of the dockworkers and seaThe beef with Wells Fargo results
men around the world, including the
from their position as a lead partner
Liverpool dockers.
in a consortium that is bankrolling
Under the guise of promoting
Oregon Steel's union busting scheme.
government
has
free trade, the U.S.
OS is the parent company of the
been pressuring Japan to deregulate
Colorado Fuel & Iron mill in Pueblo.
its port operations. When Japan
The CF&I management is conducting
balked at changing decades-old social
an unfair labor practice strike against
arrangements, the U.S. started fining
the USW,and Wells Fargo is financing
Japanese ships coming into American
it, the union says.
ports and later threatening to use
"We're prepared to stay out one
military force to ban Japanese ships
day longer than they are prepared to
and detain those already berthed
be shut down," said Ruth Harbaum,a
here.
striker who addressed the rally.
The U.S./Japan Maritime negoti"We agreed to some of their
ations agreed Oct. 17 to a new
terms, and then a week before we
arrangement allowing shipping comheld our strike vote we see in the
panies to go around the Japan
Denver paper that the company is
Harbor Transport Association's prior
hiring replacements because we're on
consultation system. This system
originated from the ILO Dock Labor
a> strike and we haven't had the chance
to vote yet!" said Bob Aguilar, a CF&I
Convention No 137 and started as a
worker.
shipping
reached
by
agreement
labor
Workers have made concessions
companies, Japan Harbor Transport Striking Oregon Steel/CF&I workers (left to right) Bob Aguilar, Ruth Harbaum
saving the company $35 million in
Association and dockworkers' unions. and Roger Pitts outside the Wells Fargo headquarters in San Francisco's
the past four years and over $50 milAmong the practices American ship- financial district at the Nov. 4 rally.
lion in the 1980s. The company was
wages,
pers wanted changed are the
benefits and conditions the dock- cal activity announced they had col- County Superior Court, to invalidate not satisfied with that, and demandworkers won over the years through lected sufficient signatures to qualify the signatures obtained through a ed more concessions. Workers somecollective bargaining and the "right" it for California's June ballot. The deceptive mailing from the governor. times put in impossible amounts of
to replace those union workers with initiative would require unions to The California Elections Code states forced overtime and had no say in
others paid lower wages and subject- obtain written permission annually that the Attorney General's official work assignments. Other demands
ed to easualization and substandard from each member through a pre- title and summary must appear at the include recognition of pension debts
scribed form to use any part of union top of any petition circulated for from previous owners and job securiworking conditions.
"Any amendment of the system dues for political actions. It would voter signature. But the petitions ty for the next time the plant is sold.
Management has threatened
should be discussed by the three par- restrict employers from deducting sent in the governor's mailing violate
ties involved," Zenkoku Kowan "any funds from an employee's wages the law, the committee contends, plant closure in the event of a strike
Assistant General Secretary Akinobu that the employer knows or has rea- because they contained a fundraising and harassed members for wearing
Itoh said in a written statement e- son to know will be used in whole or solicitation above the space for signa- union stickers at work. The unfair
mailed to the ILWU and other sup- in part" for political activity unless tures, as well as inflammatory state- labor practice charge results from
management's threat to fire workers if
porters. "We cannot accept the gov- the form is completed—that is, it ments designed to mislead voters.
The suit seeks to insure that the they struck and the obvious bad faith
ernment's attitude of persuading a would eliminate union dues check off.
The initiative would not only integrity of the election process be in advertising someone's job as a barrevision in the labor-management
agreement as a result of government- make it difficult to collect regular secured and the "deceptive and defec- gaining tool. To threaten dismissals
to-government negotiations. This is dues, it would impose a burdensome tive signature drive" not benefit by during negotiations undermined the
nothing but an intentional attack, and costly record-keeping process on these actions. If the committee pre- process and is grounds for the unfair
using a government-based agreement each union to keep up raising money vails in its lawsuit, the initiative may labor practice charges filed by the
as a tool to intervene in a labor-man- for political action. In fact, the cost of be unable to qualify for the June bal- union, according to Bob Callahan,
organizing director for the USW
agement agreement, skeletonize keeping the records could well be as lot.
Workers around the country
—Steve Stallone
industrial labor-management agree- much or more than the money raised.
expressed their support for the USW
ments, dissolve trade labor move- (ILWU members pay a maximum of
STRIKING COLORADO STEEL
strikers. "We intend to make
ments and eventually destroy labor only $3.00 per year from their per
Oregon/CFI Steel another in our
capita to the union's Political Action
unions."
WORKERS FIND SUPPORT IN
growing list of poster children for corThe imvu has denounced the Fund.) And if the real goal was to
CALIFORNIA
porate irresponsibility," said AFLU.S. government's threats and writ- keep members' money from being
ten to President Clinton, Congress used for purposes they don't agree
Steelworkers arrived in San CIO President John Sweeney, quoted
and the U.S. Federal Maritime with, then the initiative is unneces- Francisco early Sunday morning, from the AFL-CIO newsletter Work
Commission voicing the union's vehe- sary. Federal law already requires Nov. 2, and got right down to work. in Progress.
Unionists from all over the counment opposition to this interference unions to give members the option of They were not pouring white-hot
in the collective bargaining process. retrieving that portion of their dues ladles of steel that day. Instead they try held a solidarity conference in
ILWU members introduced a resolu- by simply completing a form mandat- pushed invisible electrons around Pueblo, Col., Nov. 16, attended by 150
tion at the Western Hemisphere ed to be published in the union's telephone wires as they phone- labor leaders. A mass rally supporting
Workers Conference (see pages 6-7) newspaper.
banked their way into the heart of the strikers followed, attendance estimated at between 800 and 1200 people.
calling on unions throughout the
The initiative would also violate the San Francisco labor movement.
"You cannot have it both ways—
Americas to call their U.S. embassies the privacy rights of California workUnited Steelworkers Union Local
ers who would have to notify their 2102 members organized a boisterous you cannot profit from the sweat of
in opposition to the agreement.
"People in this country would boss about their political expendi- demonstration Nov. 4 in front of the our labor and loyalty on the one hand
be outraged if the Japanese govern- tures.
Wells Fargo Bank on Montgomery St. and steal time and money from our
The signature campaign has been in support of their 1100 striking families on the other," said Sweeney,
ment tried to dictate the elimination of our union contracts," said promoted by California Gov. Pete brothers and sisters in Pueblo, addressing the Pueblo rally.
"Should we as a nation allow
ILWU International President Brian Wilson with major financial backing Colorado. Local unions, including the
McWilliams. "If this goes any further from two prominent conservative United Farm Workers, SEITJ Local companies like Oregon Steel to polthe ILWU may be called on to take activists, Grover Norquist of 250 and the ILWU, joined with the lute the environment, pillage our
action to protect our Japanese broth- Americans for Tax Reform and J. Alameda County and San Francisco communities, profit from the producers and sisters from the threats of Patrick Rooney, an Indianapolis Labor Councils and activists such as tivity of our people----and then dump
privatization and casualization com- insurance executive, neither particu- the intrepid Laney College Labor them like so much roadkill on the
larly famous for their concern about Studies Club, to turn out a crowd highway of life?"
ing from our country."
—Torn Price
—Steve Stallone working people's paychecks.
numbering nearly 200.

JAPANESE DOCKERS STRIKE BACK
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ILWU FINDS NEW
ORGANIZING CHIEF
The International's organizing
program took a giant stride forward
with the hiring of Peter Olney as the
union's new Director of Organizing.
Olney will be responsible for coordinating the union's new organizing
operation, hiring several more organizers and developing the program's
strategy.
Olney, who speaks fluent
Spanish, spent the last four years as
director of LAMAP, the Los Angeles
Manufacturing Action Project, a
multi-union, community-based organizing program targeted at the
Latino immigrant work force. He has
had 25 years oflabor organizing experience before hooking up with the
ILWU.
For Service Employees International Union(SEIU)Local 399 he was
director of its Building Service
Department, representing 8,000 janitors throughout the Los Angeles area
organized as part of the national
Justice for Janitors campaign. For
the International Union of Electronic, Electrical, Salaried, Machine and
Furniture Workers (ILTE) he coordinated its Southern California organizing project. For the International
Ladies Garment Workers Union he
directed its boycott against Somma
Waterbed Company in Los Angeles,
resulting in a new union contract for
more than 200 members. He organized 500 employees of the city of
Irvine and bargained their contracts
and he was director of the Los
Angeles Coalition Against Plant
Shutdowns.
Olney started his organizing
career back in Boston where he
chaired an in-plant organizing committee in a machine shop, successfully bringing it into the United
Electrical Workers (UE). There he
was elected to the local's executive
board and published its newsletter in
English, Spanish and Italian. After
that, while working as an elevator
operator and maintenance man at
Boston City Hospital, he was elected
to American Federation of State,
County and Municipal Employees
(AFSCME) Local 1489 executive
board and published its newsletter in
English and Spanish.
Later Olney went to UCLA where
he earned a Masters degree in business administration.
"I decided to study behind enemy
lines for two years," Olney said. "I
was tired of people dazzling me with
numbers in bargaining or talking
about financial instruments or
accounting methods and not understanding what was going on. I find
those skills useful both in analyzing
the enemy and in running our own
organizations."
International Secretary-Treasurer Joe Ibarra is thrilled to have
snagged Olney. "I worked with Peter
on LAMAP," Ibarra said. "He's an
administrator who can put together
an effective team. And he won't be an
armchair quarterback. He'll be out in
the field doing the real work. I expect
big things from Peter."
Olney's first task will be to hire
several more organizers to fill out the
program.
"We want to put a team in place
and develop a real well-thought out,
targeted program that will increase
the strength of the International," he
said. "With the budget passed at the
Convention, the union will finally
have the critical mass of resources
necessary to develop a strategic program. But we need to develop an
understanding of how to leverage
what we have, both our existing
members and their ties and contacts
and good will, and our power points
in the economy to grow the union. I
think there's tremendous potential."
Olney will be working out of the

GETTING NMI
International office in San Francisco control of the ILWU has and we realstarting Dec. 1. He stressed that he ly should make that available to more
has a lot to learn from the union's people."
Bigman can be reached at 2800
members and staffand needs the help
of existing members for participation, First Ave. #246/Seattle, WA 98121
contacts and muscle to do effective phone 206-448-1870.
—Steve Stallone
organizing.
"I'm pretty excited," he said.
TEMPLE INLAND CLOSES ON
"The ILWU is one of the unions that
NEW ILWU MEMBERS
remains a powerful force in a particular section of the economy and if the
Everything was looking good for
power of the members and the orga- the nearly 100 workers at Temple
nization can be tapped, we can do Inland, a fast food box manufacturing
some amazing things."
and distribution plant in Sacramento.
—Steve Stallone They had voted by more than three to
one to join ILWU warehouse Local 17
last June. Although the company had
PUGET SOUND GETS
continued to refuse to recognize the
NEW ORGANIZER
union, the workers kept up unified
The ILWU has hired Paul Bigman pressure, holding union-button days
as the new organizer for the Puget at the plant and demonstrating outSound region. Bigman, who has 14 side with the support of others in the
years experience as an organizer, local labor movement. And they were
spent two years in law school before awaiting a bargaining order from the
NLRB instructing the company to
joining the labor movement.
"After going to three different law negotiate.
Then the worst happened.
schools I realized it wasn't any particular school, I just really didn't like Temple Inland gave the union notice
law students," he said. "I thought Oct. 23 that it was selling the facility
there were better ways to contribute to a competitor, Dopaco, Inc. Dopaco
to the struggle for social justice than informed the union three days later it
was closing the plant and laying off
being a lawyer."
After working as a paralegal and all employees in 60 days.
"People were shocked and upset
in other law-related jobs Bigman
signed on as an organizer with the about the way it was handled," said
Amalgamated Clothing and Textile Jim Black, one of the elected shop
Workers Union (ACTWU)in Chicago. stewards. "They didn't do it with digHe then moved on to the Retail, nity and integrity."
The workers felt they were being
Wholesale & Department Store Union
(RWDSU) and later worked as field lied to. Just a couple of months
organizer for the United Electrical, before, when the workers were orgaRadio & Machine Workers of America nizing and the union representation

payment for accrued vacation time.
"It's a weak offer, but at least it
opens the door for negotiations,"
Local 17 President John Carlin said.
He added that he has prepared a
counter offer for the company. It
includes increases in the severance
package of one week's pay for six
months to one year of service, and
one week for each year of service for
longer-term employees. Carlin also
wants health and welfare benefits to
continue for six months starting in
January, time off with pay to look for
other jobs during the 60 days notice
period and transfer rights to other
Dopaco facilities. And considering
Temple Inland should have negotiated with Local 17 four months ago
and, Carlin said, would likely have
conceded increases in wages and benefits, he wants a $2,000 bonus for
each worker in compensation.
"Hopefully we can conclude these
negotiations in one or two meetings,"
Carlin said.
—Steve Stallone

ANOTHER VICTORY AT
CENTENNIAL STEVEDORING
SERVICES

One year after a hard won battle
fought by ILWU clerks Local 34 in
Oakland, Centennial Stevedore
Services(CSS) vessel clerks and planners in Long Beach voted to join
ILWU Local 63 Office Clerical Unit
and the ILWU family.
Workers there had de-certified in
1986, only to find the leader of the decert movement become their manager and make life miserable for her former coworkers. Favoritism, nepotism
and harassment abounded, and no
union was left to organize opposition.
The manager, who had signed a
pledge card herself to bring the ILWU
into the office, has since been accused
by her former work mates of age discrimination and arbitrary firings.
Workers rectified their mistake
Oct. 10 and now the hard work of bargaining a contract begins.
"We've gotten calls from all over
the harbor from people who were
there during the decertification who
are ecstatic that the office is again
union," said Jerry Rich, President of
Local 63 OCU.
"Frank Billeci [Local 34 president] and Joe Ibarra [International
Secretary Treasurer] had a hell of a
z
battle up in Oakland and we built on
that here," said International
Organizer Mike Diller. "When we
showed CSS workers the Oakland
Local 17 and Teamster Local 150 officers and activists joined in demonstracontract they were blown out of the
tions outside the Temple Inland plant to get the company to recognize the
water. Centennial had jacked up
union last August.
wages after the northern contract
(UE). In the later two jobs he worked vote was pending, the company was was signed, but their $21.00 per hour
largely with Latino workers and did asking its employees to give it anoth- looked low compared to the $26.50
everything from organizing to griev- er chance to make changes. But man- made up north, and they'll get a raise
ance handling to contract negotiation. agement was already in negotiations to $27.50 in July."
The Oakland contract, which
to sell to Dopaco.
But his heart is in organizing.
"All the time they knew the place management kept secret from the
"Anyone who's concerned with the
Long Beach workers, was a positive
future of the labor movement under- was going to be sold," Black said.
but they had their own issues.
factor,
the
employcharge
Local
couldn't
"If
said.
he
stands we're in a crisis,"
we don't get out there and enable ers with trying to run away from the Job security and an end to favoritism
more people to have the benefit of rep- union since the sale had been in the were more important than wages to
resentation, we will be a tiny, dwin- works for several months and Dopaco the workers in their decision to join
dling minority viewed by many folks bought several other Temple Inland the ILWU, Diller said.
"The language in our current
as a privileged tiny, dwindling minori- plants, closing some union and some
ty. And not just because it's the right non-union ones. So quickly changing contracts does not allow for transfer
thing to do for other folks, but because gears, Local 17 President John Carlin of any work from our bargaining
we have to bring more people into the fired off a letter to Dopaco demanding units and reserves any new work that
labor movement to protect our own a detailed description of any benefits comes on for our people," said Local
the company would provide the laid off 63 OCU Vice President Jeff Powell.
wages, conditions and benefits."
"We're trying for language similar to
Bigman's immediate top priority workers.
Dopaco Employee Relations that which Local 34 achieved up in
will be the Duamish River Organizing
Project, a coordinated effort of the Manager Jeffrey Nayda replied to Oakland."
"What good is $50 an hour if you
union's longshore, warehouse and Carlin in a letter dated Nov. 20 listing
what the company was prepared to don't know if you'll have a job tomormarine divisions.
"I believe from the time I lived on offer employees who continue their row?" Rich said.
Shelly Cooper, one of the new
the West Coast that the ILWU is one employment in good standing until
is married to an ILWU
members,
These
28.
about
or
Dec.
on
of the, if not the, best union in the released
14 years seniority, and
with
mechanic
week
(one
pay
severance
included
communities
most
in
that
U.S. and
where it is active, it is clearly the best salary for those with one to five years she knows the value of the union.
union in that area," Bigman said. on the job, two weeks for those with "We're going to make sure we get a
"There are very few unions that have five to ten years and three weeks for good contract," she said.
—Tom Price
the kind of rank-and-file activism and those with ten or more years) and
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WHAT 1111111BITTE
SATING
Democracy Unbound: Progressive
Challenges To The Two Party System,
by David Reynolds. South End Press,
Boston, 1997. 309 pp. Paper, $20.00,
For ordering information contact
South End Press, 116 St. Botolph
Street, Boston, MA 02115.
Reviewed by Gene Vrana
ILWU Librarian & Associate Director of
Education.
In "Democracy Unbound" David
Reynolds has given us what is easily
the most readable and useful book yet
written about the past, present, and
future of independent political action
in the United States. Perhaps the
most valuable contribution of this
fact-filled, thoughtful and even-handed book is Reynolds' ability to distill
over two hundred years of progressive political and social activism down
into their essential ingredients without distorting or minimizing any of
the groups or individuals under discussion.
Reynolds, a labor educator and
political scientist at the Labor
Studies Center at Wayne State
University in Detroit, makes clear
from the beginning that his point of
view comes from years of activism in
and on behalf of independent political
action. Still, he is able to objectively
describe the problems and failures of
these movements over the years. In
part he draws lessons from the past
and hope from the present, but he
also provides enough information and
analysis to help both advocates and
critics of third party movements to
better understand the hows and whys
of electoral politics in the United

States and the local,
state, and national levels.
Whether he is discussing the populists or
socialists of 95 years
ago, or the recent campaigns
of
Bernie
Sanders in Vermont,
the New Party in
Wisconsin, and Jesse
Jackson
and
the
Rainbow
Coalition,
Reynolds moves easily
from summarizing historical experience to
drawing conclusions
tactics
and
about
strategies. He can cite,
for example, how dominant political and ecoA 1948 Henry Wallace for President campaign stop near San Francisco's waterfront.
nomic elites have used
Wallace,
running on the Progressive Party ticket, was supported by the ILWU and other CIO
racism and repression
unions.
to stifle independent
progressive action, and
then just as cogently refer to exam- to the call for independent political progressive agenda. For members of
the ILWU who have maintained an
ples of how internal racism, sexism, action.
independent
political posture over
successful
recipe
for
Reynolds'
and factional in-fighting and sectariand
who have developed
essential
the
decades,
organizing
calls
for
several
anism have often derailed progressive
programs
based on
democracy;
political
action
internal
ingredients:
third party campaigns.
Reynolds also is able to move building a social movement, not an policies developed within delegated
seamlessly from the past to the pre- electoral machine; and redefining bodies such as conventions and dissent in his evaluation of problems social welfare to include benefits for trict councils, this book will no doubt
and possibilities. He notes, for exam- all segments of the population (such echo a familiar refrain of indepenple, how since 1980 the right-wing as universal child care, health insur- dence and integrity. At the same time,
Republican dismantling of much of ance, a livable wage and affordable as sections of the ILWU move closer
the legislative achievements and housing), not just the impoverished. to direct participation in third party
social protections of the New Deal— Above all, he argues, this movement action through support for the Labor
along with relentless deregulation, must be built among ordinary people. Party, this book helps provide a perReynolds delivers a cautionary spective on the need to keep all elecdownsizing, and de-industrialization—has not only put workers and tale for those who wish to focus only toral options open in order to mobitheir families at social and financial on third party formations, and a man- lize the greatest participation by the
risk, it has created a great con- ual for those seeking to build the kind broadest possible base of ordinary
stituency of vulnerable and frustrat- of broad coalitions necessary to sup- working people on behalf of their
ed citizens that can perhaps respond port a social movement on behalf of a common interests and welfare.

The Inlandboatmen's Union 17th National Convention
By Dave Freiboth, 1BU National President &
Terri Mast, IBU National SecretaryTreasurer
Fiscal management, aggressive
organizing and renewed political
action were the main themes of the
17th National Convention of the
Inlandboatmen's Union of the Pacific
held October 23, 24 & 25 at the
Executive Inn Hotel in Seattle. The
45 delegates from the seven IBU
regions were joined by a special delegation from ILWU Marine Section,
Local 400, Vancouver, B.C.
The unions Convention Finance
Committee met for two days prior to
the Convention. The membership
had passed a dues increase prior to
the Convention to meet our financial
obligation to the International's
increased per capita, to balance the
budget and to give the elected officials a small pay raise. The task ofthe
Finance Committee was to revamp
the unions financial planning and to
tighten our belts. The exercise was
successful, giving financial stability
to the IBU and a new look to managing our resources. Convention delegates unanimously passed the 19972000 budget when it came to the floor
Saturday.
Workshops on Thursday evening
centered on organizing and political
action. National Secretary-Treasurer,
Terri Mast, and Puget Sound Region
Patrolman,Jeff Engles, presented the
MEMO (Member Education and
Mobilizing Options) program to
about twenty delegates while
National President David Freiboth
and International Washington D.C.

lobbyist Lindsay McLaughlin conducted the political action workshop.
Delegates debated and took
action on over 70 constitutional
amendments and 27 resolutions.
Resolutions adopted included a
call to:
•Develop a strategic plan to reinforce our prevailing wage protection;
•Continue our efforts to protect
against privatization of our public
employer jobs;
'Increase our defense of our
cabatoge law protection;
•Show solidarity with the United
Farm Workers efforts to organize
workers in the strawberry and apple
industries;
•Declare our support for the
peace process in Northern Ireland;
'Formalize our relationship with
Local 400 in Canada;
•Expand our seamanship school
at Tongue Point, Oregon.
amendments
Constitutional
passed included:
•Many that dealt with increased
accountability of the elected officials;
'Establishment of shop stewards
training for rank and file members;
Establishment of regional
Pensioners Clubs;
*Formal constitutional recognition of our increased need to have an
independent but formal relationship
with Local 400.
Unfortunately, the effort to make
the name of the IBU gender neutral
was defeated. The opposition to this
proposal argued that this issue
should go to a referendum of the
entire membership. The National
officers and executive council will

analyze this recommendation for possible future action.
In all the convention was a positive affair where the issues affecting
the diverse parts of the union were
debated in an open atmosphere of
cooperation and the need to join

together against the real enemies of
the membership. We set our direction
for the next three years and
endorsed
the
and
embraced
International's organizing program.
The delegates left the convention unified in our common cause.

LOCAL UNION
ELECTIONS
Local 27 elections coming up
Correction
ILWU Longshore Local 27 nominated candidates for all positions at
In last month's issue we incortheir November 13, 1997 Stop Work rectly identified the results of Local
meeting. These include President, 13's elections as those of Local 23.
Vice President, Secretary/Treasurer Here again, for the record, are the
and seven members of the Executive
new Local 13 officers: Secretary
Board.
/Treasurer:
Daniel G. Miranda;
Voting will be done by mail.
Benefits
Officer: Richard
Health
Members may request their ballots
November 28, 1997. Ballots must be Amesqua; Night Business Agent: Tim
received at the Union Hall no later Podue; Night Dispatcher: Richard
Ho; Flex Dispatcher: Larry Garcia;
than 4 p.m. Dec. 11, 1997.
Day Dispatchers: Mike Bebich, Larry
Local 503 elects 1998 officers
Loy, Steve Pekich, Danny North;
President: Robert (Bob) Nagel; Trustee: David Lopez; District
Vice President: George Kootnekoff; Council: Mike Hermann; Caucus
Vice
President:
2nd
John Delegates: Anthony Luera, Mike
Margiottiello;
Luera, Rudy Alba Sr.,
Secretary/Treasurer/Dispatcher: Freese, Jay
Joe Cortez, Dave
Schroeder,
Kevin
Howard Old; 2nd Dispatcher: Leo
Dan
Mendez,
Arian,
Jack
Girard; Executive Members: Larry
Ponce
de
Imbagliazzo
and
Ramon
Hemmingsen, Gordon Coburn, Al
Demerais, Gary Schan; Two-year Leon Jr.; Sergeant at Arms: David
Trustee: Lajos Bircsak; One-year Lomeli.
Trustee: Joe Spanbauer.

Dispatcher fife photo

Third parties
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LETTERS
Divide and be conquered
There was a time when both the
ILWU and the PMA agreed that local
administration of the coastwise contract is the responsibility of the local
parties. Neither the International nor
the headquarters of the PMA
involved themselves in local labor
relations. In fact, that agreement is in
writing, signed by Harry Bridges and
Paul St. Sure.
That agreement appears to be out
the window. The head of PMA has
bypassed the International (and
Coast Committee)and has met directly with locals. Unfortunately, PMA's
efforts to disenfranchise the
International have met with a measure of success because some local
officials have participated in such
meetings.
It is clear, at least to me, that
PMA's scheme is to try to split locals
away from the International and ultimately divide the Coast.
This is an old ploy—divide and
conquer—that has worked for bosses
ever since the first keystone was set in
the first pyramid thousands of years
ago. It astounds me that there are
those in labor and in the ILWU who
still fall for this sleight of hand. There
may be some short term gains for
some workers, but the long range
effects of slicing away at the Master
Agreement will only benefit PMA.One
needs only look elsewhere to see the
results ofsuch collaboration: Split contracts wherein container handling
pays one hourly wage while breakbulk pays another (lower) wage; port
by port medical coverage that is not
the same for all; extra-contractual
perquisites meted out to those who the
employers deem "worthy"
Much of the strength of the
Longshore Division is rooted in the
existence of our hiring halls and our
coastwise contract. That's what the
old timers fought and died for and
that's what each of us has an obligation to protect.
I understand The Dispatcher
belongs to every member ofthe ILWU,
not just the Longshore Division, but
the lessons are the same: The integrity of a contract is maintained by uniform application of its provisions.
Detract from that and unity of purpose is threatened.
Lastly, on another matter, there
seems to be far too many "unnamed
sources" who are ready, willing and
who have shot off their mouths to the
press. Their slant on things does nothing more than promote their own
agendas while holding up our union to

public ridicule. The best comment is
"no comment." That's also something
our forebearers understood.
History is there. All one needs to
do is read it in order to understand
how the ILWU has remained a unique
institution over the years. The Ten
Guiding Principles of the ILWU are
printed in "The ILWU Story" Get a
copy. Read it. Read the Principles. Live
them. Get the facts. Participate. Voice
your opinions. Flush the toilet on
undocumented, irresponsible rumors.
And work for unity so that enemies of

labor will know that although we in
the ILWU may argue and debate,
when the time comes we have and will
continue to present a united front to
any individual or entity who threatens
us. That time is now.
Richard Austin
International Executive Board, Puget
Sound Area
Local 32
Everett, WA

Support for strong unionism
I received the September Special
Issue of The Dispatcher. I am a widow
now, my husband of 40 years was on
the front for 30 years, retired Local
34 and before that Local 10, his father
there before him.
I give most holy thanks everyday
for the benefits he had and that were
carried on to me. No one should ever
take even one benefit for granted.
The rank and file are most important to maintain democratic unionism!
I am sure that I am not the only
widow or pensioner who is gravely
concerned about our future!

The union men and women on A longshore guy's support for
the front today best listen to what the Harbor Pilots
Harry Bridges and others did to make
Strange, we think nothing of docthe union what it has grown to be and tors and lawyers making huge sums
what they went through to succeed.
of money, while eyebrows rise and
You saw what UPS achieved and tongues go into action at the mention
why—strong unions behind them.
of ship pilots earning $195,000 a year.
I will pray all goes well for everyPerhaps this is due to the six to
one.
eight years for doctors and lawyers to
Mrs. Stanley (Ruth) Budesa attain their professions. Are people
Local 34, Widow aware that it takes anywhere from
Sonora, CA ten to twelve years to be qualified as
a ship's pilot? Learning and training
Afterthoughts on the UPS strike that involves true dedication. Many
Since the UPS strike I have done pilots begin on tugboats, which is so
a lot of thinking. They strike, do with- much a part of maneuvering ships,
out, and the future workers reap the some go into the merchant marine,
profit. When my husband worked, as sign on as "ordinary seamen," to go
a union man(ILWU Local 10), he was on to "able bodied seamen" to "third
mate" and to "captain." Many switch
from tugs to merchant ships and vice
versa while all the time absorbing the
experience necessary to handle a ship
of any size in a harbor under any conditions.
To qualify as a ship's pilot you
must effect an expertise best
described as "quintessential," and
that applies to every pilot who takes
the job seriously.
The responsibility is awesome.
Imagine bringing in the QE2, eighty
thousand tons under you, in constant
contact with the bows of the tugs,
(usually three or four with this monster), in all kinds of weather and current. Giving quick orders to the
helmsman and answers to the captain
of the ship who is looking over your
shoulder at all times. Looking out for
the idiots in small craft who plague
the harbor, especially on Sundays.
Ships frequently come in during the
a.m. to berth and be ready for loading
or discharging, and therefore the danon strike many times. When he was ger increases. Danger lurks at all
on strike we barely survived. The times, especially when the pilot
union didn't present us a check for boards the ship prior to bringing it in.
$55 a week. And for all our sacrifices Numerous pilots have slipped from
the current workers get very good pay the "Jacob's ladder" and fallen into
the bay.
and benefits.
Wouldn't you agree that politiBut do they remember us when
the agreement is reached? No, they cians are overpaid, and loaded with
get the big raises and we get peanuts. "fringe benefits" such as secretaries,
Augie (Hollywood) Vierra worked junkets, expense accounts, gratuities
from 1939 through November 1978. etc., and about the only thing they
And he would have worked longer can do with alacrity is either vote
except he was stricken with themselves a raise or declare war.
Alzheimer's disease. He spent from How about some of the actors of
August 1984 till his death June 19, today, who make millions from one
1993 in the Veterans Home in film and many of them couldn't act
Yountville. And furthermore, people tired in a rest home?
The ones whining about the raise
thought it was free. When he died I
was paying $930 a month for his care. increase are jealous s.o.b. slobs, too
Maybe when contract negotia- lazy to give the ten to twelve years
tions come up next time, the mem- necessary for this profession, probabers may say a prayer and thank God bly so lazy if they went into a hospital
for the old timers who paved the way for a transfusion they would be given
and maybe remember them monetar- lead!
ily with a raise comparable to theirs.
Frank W. Miller
Longshore Local 13
Joyce Vierra
Rancho Palos Verdes, CA
Auburn, CA

Longshore pensioners, survivors and deceased
RECENT PENSIONERS:Local4—
William Jorgensen; Local 10—
Henry Andreotti, Marell Love,
William Johnson, Toby Jackson,
Joseph Perkins, John Montgomery
Stanley Kolpak, Anthony Conick,
Leonard Magee, Joseph Blea, Earl
Miller, Alan Mac Neil; Local 13—
Jose Reynada, Ben Chandler, Don
Giacomi, Claiborne Turner, Paul
Aranda, Arthur Garcia, Robert
Timmer; Local 19—Gareth Bowen,
David Virgil; Local 26—Richard
Casterlin; Local 32—Dale Toso;
Local 34—Alex Bagwell, Jr; Local
40—Gene Hartman; Local 46—
David Shelton; Local 52—Ken Field,
Louis Shearer; Local 63—Tony
Luera, David Bonfield, George
Forbes; Local 75—Ranford Beaty;
Local 91—Robert Fuller, Dave Hill;
Local 94—Carl Gimenez, William
98—Edward
Local
Bartlett;
Hartman, Samuel Denney. Recent
survivors:* Local 7—Sally Jo
Brakefield (Lance); Local 8—Mary
Johnson (Alpin); Local 10—

Margaret Revell° (Domenico) Lucile
Kendall (James), Mary Jane Wiley
(Henry), Diane Jones (William),
Betty Edwards (Louis), Barbara
Davis (Alvin), Mary Ann Minich
(Karl), Joyce Piltz (Mervyn); Local
13—Mittie Smith, Carlota Escarciga
(Paul), Gloria Walsh (Irving), Marie
Zuliani (Nello), Julia Cervantes
(Nash), Rosario Arreguin (Fidel),
Phyllis Firlit (Louis), Marilyn Gomez
(Richard), Marie Ryden (Lowell);
Local 18—Mary Peterson (Duane);
Anderson
19—Audrey
Local
(Richard), Alma Stage (Michael);
Local 21—Marie Wood (Paul),
Maudene Cooley (Neal), Marie
Jordan (Lawrence); Local 23—
Marion Southard (Daniel), Carole
Breedlove (Beverly); Local 24—
Joena Curry; Local 34—Kate
Thornton (Lawrence), Margaret
Cervelli (Gene), Marie Trognitz
51—Elene
Local
(Charles);
Forrester (William); Local 54—
Nellie Renton (Steve); Local 60—
Marion Southard (Daniel); Local

(Michael).
Vertar
94—Dorthy
(*deceased longshore worker in
parenthesis.) Deceased: Local 4—
Raymond Rieland; Local 8—Marvin
Piltz, Arthur "Bud" Cox, Alvin Davis;
Local 10—James Kendall, Gary
Scharetg, Israel Lawrence, Noah
Keller, Louis Edwards; Local 12—
Andrew Willard; Local 13—Nello
Zuliani, Nash Cervantes, Joseph
Smith, Luis Lopez, Fidel AiTegoin,
Louis Firlit, Elmer Walker, Irving
Walsh, Nick Brotsis, Emanuel Liebe,
Dal Bluford, George Hoist, Becoy
Rogers, Jr; Local 19—Michael Stage,
Clarence Gibson, Roy Larson,
Richard Anderson; Local 21—Paul
Wood, Lawrence Jordan, Patrick
Cooper, Harold Lindstrom; Local
Southard, Stanley
23—Daniel
Rataezyk, Clarence Barnes; Local
24—Joe Curry; Local 26—Fredric
Conradi; Local 34—Gene Cervelli,
Charles Spatola, Charles Trognitz,
Frank Hanrahan; Local 52—Robert
Buchholtz; Local 54 Steve Rendon;
Local 60—Daniel Southard, Millard

Cain, Jr; Local 63—John Ricci;
Local 94—Leo Hutson, Michael
Vertar, Jack Jacobson. Deceased
Survivors: Local 4—Gladys Lynch;
Local 8—Helen Brown, Louise
Woster, Carrie Houser; Local 10—
Cecilia Viera, Dolores Ayerza, Lavina
Ewell, Mae Breazell, Mattie Finn,
Lena Groves, Alma Felix, Sara
Hartsoe, Martha 011ison, Louise St
Julian, Ruth Wallace; Local 12—
Cecelia Sandquist; Local 13—
Beatrice Latham, Opal Holbert,
Bettie Mack, Myrtle Brown, Antonia
Hugev, Jessie Lopez; Local 19—
Mary K. Adams, Violet Scott, Martha
Keserich; Local 21—Doris Tillotson;
Local 23—Emma Tennyson; Local
29—Betty Bunch; Local 34—Helen
Harding; Local 40—Gladys Bruner;
Local 50—Aune Lager; Local 53—
Melva Nye; Local 54—Gladys
Schaffer, Lola Patton; Local 60—
Opal Bryan; Local 94—Nina
Dominguez; Local 98—Dorothy
Copeland.
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30th Convention Photo

• Bound
Dispatchers

for sale
Beautiful, hardcover collections of
The Dispatcher for both 1995 and
1996 are now available. These are
a must for Locals and individuals
keeping a record of the union's
activities. Get your supply of the
IISVU's award-winning newspaper
while the limited supply lasts. Send
a check for $50.00 each payable to
The Dispatcher to:

Color prints of the official 30th Convention photo are available through THE DISPATCHER.
This beautiful 20x26 print, suitable for framing, is a memorable keepsake for all Locals and
anyone who was there. Just mail a $30 check payable to The Dispatcher to:

Bound Dispatchers
c/o The Dispatcher
1188 Franklin Street, 4th Floor

Convention Photo
c/o The Dispatcher
1188 Franklin St., 4th Floor, San Francisco, CA 94109

• "The ILWU Story"

San Francisco, CA 94109

A Helping Hand...

New Edition, and

...when you need it most. That's what
30-minute color video

we're all about. We are the representatives
of the ILWU-sponsored recovery programs.
We provide professional and confidential
assistance to you and your family for alcoholism, drug abuse and other problems—
and we're just a phone call away.
ILWU LONGSHORE DIVISION

ADRP—Oregon
ADRP—Southern California
Jim Copp
Jackie Cummings
3054
N.E. Glisan. Ste. 2
Coast
Hwy.
Ste.
C
Pacific
505 We.
Portland. OR 97232
Wilmington, CA 90744
(503) 231-4882
(310) 549-9066

Please send me the following:
"The ILVAJ Story: Six Decades of Militant Unionism"
books @ $7.00 each
"We Are The ILWU" videos @ $7.00 each

Please add S1.50 per book or video for orders sent outside the U.S.
Make all checks or money orders payable to'MU. U.S. funds only.
Send this form with payment endosed to:
MAU Ubray—book and video sales
1188 Fraildk, Street,4th Floor
San Frandsco, CA 94109

ADRP—Northern California
George Cobbs
400 North Point
San Francisco, CA 94133
(415) 776-8363

ADRP—Washington
Richard Borsheim
506 Second Ave., Rm. 2121
Seattle, WA 98104
(206) 621-1038

ILWU WAREHOUSE DIVISION

ILWU CANADIAN AREA

DARE—Northern California
Gary Atkinson
255 Ninth Street
San Francisco, CA 94103
(415) 621-7326

EAP—British Columbia
Bill Bloor
745 Clark Drive. Suite 205
Vancouver, BC V5L 3J3
(604) 254-7911

